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Dear Sir / Madam
As Ward member for the affected area, I am supportive of the PINs process to date which I feel does
all it possibly can in the circumstances to enable participation at a wide level and want to thank all who
have made this otherwise seemingly daunting and intimidating official process, both very easy to
access, and straightforward for anyone who wishes to take part.
Also as Ward member for the affected area, I support and endorse the submissions in particular but
not only, made by both East Suffolk Council and Suffolk County Council, and reconfirm the objection to
the principal of siting of the sub-station at Friston. This is together with those of various pressure
groups and individually affected residents whose concerns have been so clearly outlined. I also
strongly support the considered representations made by Graeme Keen for SASES, also that of SEAS
(which highlights among other areas the cavalier attitude of the applicant(s) towards the community,
and yet more land in almost the most sensitive of areas being suddenly required at this late stage).  
I would like to reiterate my deep concern at the ‘behind the scenes’ activities of NGV as the ultimate
owner of part of this application and am most happy that there may be a requirement for this body to
take part in future proceedings. It is very reassuring that their part in the story are now having a
spotlight shone on them. I am also relieved to see that the additional land requirement is recognised
as of importance.
The inappropriate and unnecessary use of SF6 Sulfur hexafluoride in this application is another area of
great concern, understanding that EDF no long have included this in their recent application for
Sizewell C also for this area.
That this industrial development brings no benefit of any kind, only blight to the area – despite the
predominantly unquantifiable promise of perhaps a couple of additional jobs, but not in this Ward –
and that there are far better sites available for this industrial installation remain without doubt.
No amount of mitigation can assist in making this application in its current form acceptable for the
people affected.
Yours faithfully,
Jocelyn Bond

Cllr Jocelyn Bond |Aldeburgh and Leiston
East Suffolk Council
www.eastsuffolk.gov.uk   www.eastsuffolkmeansbusiness.co.uk
East Suffolk Council will continue to review and prioritise the
delivery of its services during this unprecedented time.
The COVID-19 outbreak will severely impact what we are able
to do, however we will continue to support and protect our
communities, delivering the critical services you need.
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